
Bares 2.0 wave buoy and sustainable 

buoy network  
“Wave buoy nets to solve the lack of data”  

 Lack of wave data around the 

globe  

 Wave buoys are highly expensive  

 Periodic maintenance increases the 

cost 

 Expert staff is necessary  

 Buoys so spread, no precise data   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Wave data is necessary for:  

 Portuary logistics 

 Design and construction of port 

structures 

 Developement and calibration of 

numerical models  

 Maritime security  

Energy source: 

 3 rechargable batteries  

 1m
2
 of solar pannels  

 Optimized energy comsumption  

  Function during long period of        

adverse  conditions 

 

IMU/AHRS:  

 MEMS based IMU/AHRS  

 Temperature sensor, 3 acelero-

meters, 3 axes gyroscope, 3 axes 

magnetometer 

 High linearity, low background 

noise 

 Calibration: –45°C and 85°C 

 

 Kalman algoritm on 1khz proces-

sor  

 Rejection of spurious vibra-

tions  

 Calculated heading (±0.8°), pitch 

(±0.2°)and roll (±0.2°) data  

 Low comsumption 

Control:  

State machine based control board 

Batery level modules control board (no data 

loss)  

Solid state memory (no data loss)  

Up to 2 years of raw data  

Critical error alerts  

GPS alert (lost of the mooring)  

Processing and comunica-

tion:  

On board data processing  

Detachable GPRS/3G modem: 

modular comunication 

Solid state memory: records 

wave processed data up to 7 

years 

Remote software upgrade  

Software:  

Upgraded eficiency 

On board processing 

Delivery guarantee 

Remote configuration  

Remote software and algorithm 

upgrades  

Wave buoys net:  

The installation of a net of coastal buoys 

will produce precise, extensive wave data, 

allowing maritime field to develope realistic 

models, improve port projections, manage-

ment and logistics of the portuary activity. 

  

The benefits of the wave buoys net for the 

scientific comunity would translate on a 

better understanding of the coastal dina-

mics, monitoring of critical spots and de-

termining the impact of the wave dinamics 

on coastal both natural or anthropogenic 

structures.  

Comparison between 

Bares 2.0. and  triaxys:   


